
Pepperide

Team Noobie



Brainstorming

Make the 
Trolley 
Better?

Luggage

Accessibi
lity for the 
disabled

Last Mile 
of Transit

● Lockers, Drop-off 
Services….

● Special Train 
Cars, Ramps...

● Redesigning campus roads,  
Micro-mobility Solutions



Identify the Problem



Our Problem: Transportation choice for 
Last-Mile
Target User: 

Students or Teachers going for classes or work after getting off the trolley

Pain Point: 

Walk--Carry things, Backpacks, Long distance, Time-consuming

Bike/Scooters--Dangerous, Costly, Unfriendly for people carrying stuff, Availability

Shuttle--Time uncertainty 



Interview & Survey

Assumption (Best Option): 

Shuttles of the same schedule with every corresponding trolley are provided at the station.

Commuters can get on the “new” shuttle right after they get off the trolley.

They won’t have no choice but walking for the last mile.

Reasons:

Hills Climbing; Luggage; Short supply of sharing scooters/bikes



Survey Result



Shuttle Doesn’t Work! Why?

Shuttles can only run on the roads. 
But classrooms are in the middle of the campus.
No stops near popular classrooms. 
Not flexible!





Our Solution: Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Smaller, Faster

Easily travel through the campus

Clean, Quiet and Economical



Test the idea
Trolley Station --- Solis Hall (Marshall)

Time (min) Cost ($) Experience (1-5)

E-Scooter 
(Personal Test)

6 + 1(Walk) = 7 1.6 2 (Bumpy Road)

Shuttle Bus 
(Bus Schedule)

9 (bus) + 3 (Walk)
= 12

free 3 (Waiting Time)

Pepperide (Estimated) 4 + 1 (Walk) = 5 Minimal 5 : )

Walking (Google Map) 10 free 4 (Enjoying the Sun!)

Uber/Lyft (Google Map) 3 (Wait) + 4 (Drive)
=7

6.7 5 (Demonstration of Wealth 
$$$)



Potential Impact (Test in the future)

→ If there’re too many NEVs in the campus and most of them are 

moving around popular areas, how would that influence people 

crowds or even cause safety issues?

→ If NEVs are put on roads instead, would that add pressure to the 

existing traffic?



Full Plan:

Enter your classroom in the mobile app before 

arriving at the station.

Based on reservations, enough NEVs will be provided 

right after commuters get off the trolley.

NEVs are assigned different popular destinations and 

send people directly to those locations through the 

campus.




